Dosimetric evaluation of field-in-field and sliding-window IMRT in endometrium cancer patients with a new approach for the conformity index
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ABSTRACT

Background: Purpose of the study is to evaluate field-in-field (FIF) and sliding-window intensity modulated radiation therapy (SW-IMRT) treatment plans in terms of homogeneity index (HI), conformity index (CI) and normal tissue doses for organs at risk (OAR) in patients with endometrial carcinoma along with deriving a new expression for CI. Materials and Methods: Four different FIF plans with different MLC (multi-leaf collimator) margins and SW-IMRT plan were compared in 20 endometrial cancer patients who underwent adjuvant pelvic radiotherapy with 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions. Normal tissue doses were assessed for OAR from dose volume histograms (DVHs). HI and CI values were calculated according to the reports of International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)-83, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 1993 and ICRU-62. A new CI was developed and named CIOPT standing for optimized conformity index. Results: SW-IMRT provided a significantly better CI in comparison to other FIF plans (p< 0.001). Conventional-FIF (C-FIF) was the most homogeneous plan compared to all other FIF plans and SW-IMRT (p≤0.001). The absolute volume of small intestine that received ≥45 Gy (V45) and doses received by a 30% volume of rectum (D30) were dramatically reduced in SW-IMRT (p < 0.001). Conclusion: MLC margins had a substantial influence on OAR doses, HI and CI. A close proximity of CIOPT to 1 indicated that this formulation of CI was a useful plan evaluation tool, which was also compatible with the RTOG 1993 and ICRU-62 reports.
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INTRODUCTION

Endometrial cancer is the fourth most common gynaecological cancer worldwide. Surgery and adjuvant radiotherapy in cases at intermediate or high risk for loco-regional recurrence is accepted as the standard of care based on sufficient outcomes. Two large randomised controlled trials defined the subgroups that benefit from adjuvant therapy, such as (1) poorly differentiated tumours, (2) presence of lymphovascular space invasion, and (3) outer third myometrial invasion; where the patients were aged ≥ 50 years with any two risk factors, or aged ≥70 with any one risk factor.

Large target volumes in patients, including the intestine, bladder and rectum, result in gastrointestinal and urinary complications. Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is the preferred technique, providing adequately matching dose distributions for irregularly shaped target volumes and sufficient protection of the organ at risk (OAR), such as in gynaecologic malignancy radiation treatments. Chronic complications have been reported to decrease significantly with IMRT, without any
cost in terms of disease control and survival [6,7].
Identifying and contouring the target volume and OAR sensitivity is essential for IMRT planning. Target volume and OAR were defined by the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)-83 report [8]. A consensus-based guideline for clinical target volume (CTV) in adjuvant radiotherapy of endometrial carcinoma was suggested in early 2000's [9]. Three levels for prescribing and reporting were recommended by ICRU-83. Level -I is for two-dimensional (2D) planning. Level-II involves 3D imaging for planning, dose calculation with inhomogeneity corrections and evaluation of dose volume histograms (DVHs). Level-III includes tumour control probability and normal tissue (NT) complication probability (NTCP) [8]. 3D-conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) with the four-field box technique and IMRT are the most commonly used methods, each of which has its own advantages and disadvantages [10]. With the four-field box technique, the bladder is exposed to the majority of the prescribed dose, and frequently a considerable part of the rectum is in the treatment field. By contrast, IMRT is a well-developed technique where critical organs just around the planning target volume (PTV) can be very well protected despite an irregular shaped PTV [11]. Field-in-field (FIF) radiotherapy operates in the reverse way to inverse IMRT and is accepted as static IMRT. By applying an appropriate number of segments on 3D-CRT, a FIF plan can be obtained, and the negative effects of CRT in terms of conformity and homogeneity can be eliminated. Attempts have been made to determine which technique is superior with regard to target coverage, homogeneity, conformity and normal tissue dose [7,10,11].

Normal tissue dose assessments are usually made by using the suggestions of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) and Quantitative Analyses of Normal Tissue Effects in the Clinic (QUANTEC). A quantitative assessment should be made to evaluate the homogeneity and conformity of the treatment plan. Homogeneity index (HI) and conformity index (CI) terms have been the most objective scoring tools that studies have utilised to measure the overall treatment plan. The main aim of radiotherapy treatment is to ensure an optimum dose distribution, giving maximal tumour coverage with homogeneous dose distribution and minimum dose to adjacent normal tissue [12,13]. The concept of HI was proposed by RTOG in 1993, with the maximum isodose in target and the Reference Isodose (RI) chosen by the clinician [14]. Some derivatives have been proposed in subsequent years, with the most illustrative and useful one being in the ICRU-83 report, which was accepted as the most common formula in the literature [8].

The other useful scoring tool for assessing the treatment plan is CI. The term was first proposed by Shaw et al., who cooperated with the RTOG in 1993, and it was defined with same terminology in Report 62 by the ICRU [14,15]. Both RTOG and ICRU-62 reports suggested a similar formula, which provides the same CI result. Feuvret et al. reviewed the concept by analysing the proposed approaches in detail [16]. Subsequently, Knoos et al. submitted a new derivative which was the inverse of the RTOG suggestion [17]. With the development of techniques in radiation delivery, studies continued to offer some new formulations [12]. Lefkopoulos et al. as the Saint-Anne-Lariboisière -Tenon (SALT) group, introduced an expression which mainly evaluated the relation of RI volume with target volume [18]. Lomax and Scheib proposed a CI which took the irradiation of healthy tissue into consideration by calculating the reference isodose volume outside the target volume [19]. It is widely accepted that all the aforementioned CIs had some limitations in evaluating the coverage of target volume, and the irradiation of healthy tissues. On the other hand, van’t Riet et al. defined CI, as conformation number (CN), which assessed both target volume and critical structures adjacent to the target [20].

This study evaluated FIF and sliding-window IMRT (SW-IMRT) treatment plans in terms of HI, CI and normal tissue doses for OAR in endometrial carcinoma patients, along with deriving a new optimised CI (CIopt). In addition, the effect of MLC margins on normal tissue dose, HI and CI were investigated in FIF plans.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiotherapy treatment planning data of 20 endometrial cancer patients, treated with adjuvant pelvic radiotherapy in the clinic, were retrospectively assessed. For each patient, four different FIF plans and a SW – IMRT plan were created. These five plans were compared in terms of normal tissue dose constraints, CI and HI. In addition, a new expression “CI\textsubscript{OPT}” standing for Optimized Conformity Index was derived which took into consideration the volume of the specified reference isodose, its intersections with the PTV and normal tissue, and its missing volume in the PTV. The normal tissue dose was evaluated using the RTOG and QUANTEC suggestions. HI calculations were completed by using descriptions in RTOG 1993 and ICRU-83. In addition, CI values were calculated with the existing RTOG 1993 and ICRU-62 recommendations and the new proposed formulation denominated as CI\textsubscript{OPT} (figure 1) (8,14,15).

\[
\text{HI}_{\text{RTOG}} = \frac{I_{\text{max}}}{\text{RI}}
\]

\[
\text{HI}_{\text{ICRU}} = \frac{(D_2 - D_{98})}{D_p} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{CI}_{\text{RTOG}} = \frac{V_{RI}}{TV}
\]

\[
\text{CI}_{\text{ICRU}} = \frac{TV}{V_{PTV}}
\]

\[
\text{CI}_{\text{OPT}} = \frac{V_{\text{OVERLAP}} - V_{\text{MISSING}}}{V_{PTV}} - \frac{V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}}}{V_{RI}}
\]

\[
I_{\text{max}} = \text{maximum isodose in the target}
\]

\[
\text{RI} = \text{reference isodose}
\]

\[
D_2 = \text{minimum dose to 2\% of the target volume indicating the "near-maximum dose"}
\]

\[
D_{98} = \text{minimum dose to 98\% of the target volume indicating the "near-minimum dose"}
\]

\[
D_p = \text{prescribed dose}
\]

\[
V_{RI} = \text{volume of reference isodose}
\]

\[
TV = \text{target volume}
\]

\[
TV = \text{treated volume (volume enclosed by the isodose surface)}
\]

\[
V_{PTV} = \text{volume of planning target volume}
\]

\[
V_{\text{OVERLAP}} = \text{volume of the intersection of } V_{RI} \text{ with } V_{TV}
\]

\[
V_{\text{MISSING}} = \text{volume that missing out by } V_{RI} \text{ on } V_{TV}
\]

\[
V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}} = \text{volume of the } V_{RI} \text{ out of } V_{TV}
\]

\[
V_{PTV} = \text{volume of planning target volume}
\]

\[
V_{RI} = \text{volume of reference isodose}
\]

**Figure 1.** Comparison of homogeneity index and conformity index expressions.

**Patient simulation and contouring**

All but three patients were scanned in a prone position. Arms were located on the chest for patients, scanned in a supine position. Computerised tomography (CT) images were obtained with a 2.5-mm slice thickness from the upper abdomen to the bottom of the perineum with a full bladder using CT scanner (General Electric Medical Systems). Intravenous contrast was not used.

The preoperative tumour bed, vagina, paravaginal soft tissue through the lower end of the obturator fossa, as a lower limit, was delineated as the CTV for the tumour bed (CTV\textsubscript{TM}). Low risk nodal CTV (CTV\textsubscript{N}) included common, external, and internal iliac nodal groups, with an upper limit at the bottom of vertebra L5 to the presacral lymph node group.
through the S3 vertebra as a lower limit. The PTV was generated by adding a 7 mm margin to (CTVTM) and (CTV N) in all directions. Bladder, rectum, bilateral femoral heads and the small intestine were the normal tissues contoured as OAR. All the tissue other than the PTV included in the treatment field was defined as NT. The whole peritoneal potential space of the intestine was contoured in evaluating small intestine dose parameters.

The study was approved by the Scientific Research Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of Suleyman Demirel University (protocol code: 11/10.01.2018). All procedures were performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional research committee in alliance with the 1975 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments. The need for informed consent was waived owing to the retrospective nature of the study.

**Treatment planning techniques**

Treatment plans were created using the Eclipse treatment planning system on Varian DHX linear accelerator, with dose calculation by an anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA). A total of 50.4 Gy was planned in 28 fractions as the prescribed dose. For FIF planning, 18 MV X-rays was used with the 4 field – box classical treatment techniques. SW-IMRT treatment plans for patients in the prone position were performed with seven fields (30, 60, 105, 180, 255, 300- and 330-degree angles) by 6 MV X-rays. For the SW-IMRT plans for supine positioned patients, the conjugate angles of these angles were used, which were 0, 75, 120, 150, 210, 240, and 285 degrees. In all 20 patients, the same optimization parameters were used in the SW-IMRT planning process. For FIF planning, four different plans were studied for each patient with four different MLC margins (the distance between the PTV edge and the MLC end in beam eye view). The MLC margins were used both in main the fields and for field-in-field segments. These four different plans were named according to the MLC margins in centimetres (cm). The FIF plan, with the MLC margin determined by the border of anatomical structures, in the conventional radiotherapy treatment plan, was termed C-FIF, having a MLC margin more than 1.1 cm. The FIF plans with 0.9, 0.7 and 0.5 cm MLC margins were named 0.9-FIF, 0.7-FIF and 0.5-FIF, respectively. For both the FIF and SW-IMRT plans, the mean dose received by the target volume was equalised.

**Treatment plan analysis**

Normal tissue doses, HI and CI were evaluated from the obtained DVHs. RTOG 0418 and RTOG 1203 protocols and QUANTEC suggestions were taken into consideration in terms of normal tissue dose limits (table 1) [21-24]. In both RTOG reports, the suggested limits were only for the IMRT technique. Especially in RTOG 1203, no exact recommendations were found for the standard arm. Treatment planning of FIF combined both the standard technique and forward IMRT; therefore, these limits were taken into consideration for OARs in these treatment plans. In current study, 97% was chosen as the reference isodose for endometrial cancer treatment, a level which was also suggested by the RTOG 0418 and RTOG 1203 protocols.

**Derivation of CI**

$C_{I_{OPT}}$, a new optimised formulation of CI was developed to represent the conformity more precisely (equation 1).

$$C_{I_{OPT}} = \frac{V_{\text{OVERLAP}}}{V_{\text{PTV}}} - \frac{V_{\text{MISSING}}}{V_{\text{PTV}}} - \frac{V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}}}{V_{\text{RI}}} \quad (1)$$

where,

$V_{\text{PTV}}$ is the volume of planning target volume,

$V_{\text{RI}}$ is the volume of the specified reference isodose,

$V_{\text{OVERLAP}}$ is the volume that defines the intersection of $V_{\text{RI}}$ with $V_{\text{PTV}}$,

$V_{\text{MISSING}}$ is the volume missed by $V_{\text{RI}}$ on $V_{\text{PTV}}$, and

$V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}}$ is the volume of $V_{\text{RI}}$ out of $V_{\text{PTV}}$, in other words, the volume of $V_{\text{RI}}$ in normal tissue.

Representation of all the volumes used in calculating $C_{I_{OPT}}$, obtained after the treatment planning process for FIF and SW-IMRT plans are shown in figure 2 and figure 3, respectively. In addition, a schematic visualization of the volumes used for calculating $C_{I_{OPT}}$ is shown in table 2.
It was clear from Eqn.1 that \( \frac{V_{\text{OVERLAP}}}{V_{\text{PTV}}} \) formed the positive part of \( CI_{\text{OPT}} \); while \( \frac{V_{\text{MISSING}}}{V_{\text{PTV}}} \) and \( \frac{V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}}}{V_{\text{RI}}} \) were the negative part. Actually, the first two terms of equatation.1 could be rewritten with a common denominator, producing the equation in a simpler form (equation 2).

\[
CI_{\text{OPT}} = \frac{V_{\text{OVERLAP}} - V_{\text{MISSING}}}{V_{\text{PTV}}} - \frac{V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}}}{V_{\text{RI}}} \tag{2}
\]

For \( CI_{\text{OPT}} \), the more the result is close to 1, the more the plan is highly conformal. \( CI_{\text{OPT}} \) not only evaluates the coverage of the reference isodose on the PTV but also assesses the amount of unnecessary irradiation on healthy tissues and any cold spots on the PTV.

In three-dimensional space, the spatial distribution of the reference isodose volume could be critical. To be more precise, the location of the covered volume of the reference isodose in the Cartesian coordinate system significantly affected the conformity of the treatment plan.

Considering current treatment delivery techniques, it was accepted that the volume of PTV and volume of RI were roughly comparable in cm\(^3\). The possible scenarios where \( CI_{\text{OPT}} \) might generate different results are shown in detail (table 2).

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software version 22 (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp., USA). From repeated measures, analysis of variance was used to find the difference between the mean values of the parameters with a normal distribution. For non-normal distributions, significance of the difference was analysed using the Friedman test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. A p-value ≤0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

**Table 1. Suggested dose limits by RTOG and QUANTEC for assessing normal tissue doses.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Tissue</th>
<th>Dose Limits</th>
<th>Suggested by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bladder</td>
<td>D35 ≤ 45 Gy</td>
<td>RTOG 0418 / RTOG 1203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>D60 ≤ 30 Gy</td>
<td>RTOG 0418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral Heads</td>
<td>D15 ≤ 30 Gy</td>
<td>RTOG 0418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Intestine</td>
<td>D30 ≤ 40Gy</td>
<td>RTOG 0418 / RTOG 1203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V45 &lt; 195cc</td>
<td>QUANTEC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( D_{35} \), doses received by a 35% volume of bladder; \( D_{60} \), doses received by a 60% volume of rectum; \( D_{15} \), doses received by a 15% volume of femoral heads; \( D_{30} \), doses received by a 30% volume of small intestine; \( V_{45} \), the absolute volume of small intestine that received ≥45 Gy.

---

**Figure 2.** Axial view of the resultant volumes of \( V_{\text{RI}} \), \( V_{\text{PTV}} \), \( V_{\text{OVERLAP}} \), \( V_{\text{MISSING}} \) and \( V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}} \) in the field-in-field treatment planning procedure.

**Figure 3.** Axial view of the resultant volumes of \( V_{\text{RI}} \), \( V_{\text{PTV}} \), \( V_{\text{OVERLAP}} \), \( V_{\text{MISSING}} \) and \( V_{\text{EXCESSIVE}} \) in the SW-IMRT treatment planning procedure.
RESULTS

Homogeneity and conformity indices

The calculated mean/median HI and CI values are shown in table 3. The C-FIF plan was the most homogeneous treatment plan with ICRU expression (p<0.001). The results of evaluation according to RTOG revealed a statistically significant difference in favour of all four different FIF plans, when compared with SW-IMRT in terms of homogeneity (p<0.001).

On the other hand, the expressions for CI, as defined by ICRU-62 and RTOG 1993 reports, generated the same results (14,15). All the CI results showed that SW-IMRT was considerably closer to 1, indicating better conformity (p<0.001).

Normal tissue doses

The mean/median values of the dose parameters that were evaluated for the comparison of OARs between the five treatment plans are summarised in table 4.

As an illustration, the superiority of SW-IMRT over FIF in terms of OARs could be seen from the DVH, in a comparison of the SW-IMRT and 0.9-FIF plans (figure 4).

Bladder

The mean results of the doses received by a 35% volume of the bladder (D35) were similar in all FIF plans (p= 0.11 - 0.79). However, SW-IMRT showed a significant advantage compared to the other four FIF plans (p < 0.001).

Rectum

The doses received by a 60% volume of rectum (D60) values were reduced considerably in SW-IMRT compared with all other FIF plans (p<0.001). Although, a statistically significant difference was found between C-FIF and the other FIF plans (p < 0.05), no significant difference was shown between 0.9-FIF, 0.7-FIF and 0.5-FIF (p= 0.39 – 0.47).

Femoral heads

No noticeable differences were found between the calculated mean/median doses received by a 15% volume of the femoral heads (D15) for the SW-IMRT, 0.7-FIF and 0.5-FIF plans (p= 0.351 and p= 0.794, respectively). The SW-IMRT plan was significantly superior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Possible scenarios for a treatment plan and CI&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possible Scenarios</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BODY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;OVERLAP&lt;/sub&gt; &lt; V&lt;sub&gt;PTV&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;EXCESSIVE&lt;/sub&gt; = 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;MISSING&lt;/sub&gt; &gt; 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>-1 &lt; CI&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt; &lt; 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BODY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;OVERLAP&lt;/sub&gt; = V&lt;sub&gt;PTV&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;MISSING&lt;/sub&gt; = 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;EXCESSIVE&lt;/sub&gt; ≥ V&lt;sub&gt;RI&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0 &lt; CI&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt; &lt; 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BODY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;MISSING&lt;/sub&gt; = 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;EXCESSIVE&lt;/sub&gt; = 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CI&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt; = 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BODY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;OVERLAP&lt;/sub&gt; = V&lt;sub&gt;PTV&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;MISSING&lt;/sub&gt; &gt; 0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;EXCESSIVE&lt;/sub&gt; = V&lt;sub&gt;RI&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V&lt;sub&gt;EXCESSIVE&lt;/sub&gt; &gt; V&lt;sub&gt;PTV&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0.5 &lt; CI&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt; &lt; 1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compared to the C-FIF and 0.9-FIF plans (p<0.001 and p=0.019, respectively). When the D15 values of the FIF plans were compared among each other, all the resultant p-values were found to be <0.001, which indicated that the MLC margins had an excessive effect on femoral head doses.

**Small Intestine**

Doses received by a 30% volume of small intestine (D30) indicated that, SW-IMRT was better than all the FIF plans for reducing the small intestine dose, except for 0.5-FIF. This difference was significant for the C-FIF and 0.9-FIF plans (p<0.002 and p=0.013, respectively). However, the results for the 0.7-FIF and 0.5-FIF plans were not significant (p=0.184 and p=0.800, respectively). In addition, the absolute volume of small intestine that received 45 Gy and more (V45) was decreased dramatically in the SW-IMRT technique compared with the other four FIF plans, as expected (p<0.001). As for the femoral heads, when D30 and V45 values of the FIF plans were compared to each other, all had p-values <0.001, which showed that the MLC margins had a significant effect on small intestine doses.

### Table 3. Comparison of five planning techniques in terms of homogeneity index (HI) and conformity index (CI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SW-IMRT</th>
<th>C-FIF</th>
<th>0.9-FIF</th>
<th>0.7-FIF</th>
<th>0.5-FIF</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI, ICRU</td>
<td>0.059 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.044 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.051 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.060 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.076 ± 0.009</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI, RTOG</td>
<td>1.120 ± 0.013</td>
<td>1.082 ± 0.009</td>
<td>1.083 ± 0.008</td>
<td>1.084 ± 0.007</td>
<td>1.087 ± 0.007</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI, ICRU</td>
<td>1.221 ± 0.047</td>
<td>2.498 (2.037–3.889)</td>
<td>2.019 ± 0.190</td>
<td>1.844 ± 0.169</td>
<td>1.675 ± 0.149</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI, RTOG</td>
<td>0.860 ± 0.022</td>
<td>0.395 ± 0.066</td>
<td>0.489 (0.318–0.606)</td>
<td>0.521 ± 0.063</td>
<td>0.542 ± 0.065</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation or median (minimum–maximum), whenever applicable. The best results are represented in bold. SW-IMRT, sliding-window intensity modulated radiation therapy; C-FIF, field-in-field plan with multi-leaf collimator (MLC) margins >1.1 cm; 0.9-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.9 cm MLC margins; 0.7-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.7 cm MLC margins; 0.5-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.5 cm MLC margins; HI, homogeneity index (HI) values using the ICRU 83 report; CI, conformity index (CI) values using the ICRU 62/RTOG 1993 report; ®, values using new approach; *, statistically significant p-values.

### Table 4. The mean/median values of the dose parameters of organs at risk (OAR) for the five treatment plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SW-IMRT</th>
<th>C-FIF</th>
<th>0.9-FIF</th>
<th>0.7-FIF</th>
<th>0.5-FIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bladder D35 (Gy)</td>
<td>51.20 (44.67–52.20)</td>
<td>51.80 ± 0.34</td>
<td>51.74 ± 0.37</td>
<td>51.81 ± 0.38</td>
<td>51.91 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum D60 (Gy)</td>
<td>40.48 ± 4.99</td>
<td>51.50 ± 0.38</td>
<td>51.12 (48.57–52.21)</td>
<td>51.10 (46.98–52.22)</td>
<td>51.12 (44.19–52.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Intestine D30 (Gy)</td>
<td>29.91 ± 7.08</td>
<td>31.57 (15.60–51.98)</td>
<td>33.99 ± 12.00</td>
<td>31.83 ± 11.69</td>
<td>29.57 ± 11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V45 (cc)</td>
<td>118.13 ± 90.41</td>
<td>290.37 ± 165.42</td>
<td>257.53 ± 164.71</td>
<td>234.86 ± 158.37</td>
<td>212.74 ± 152.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral Heads D15 (Gy)</td>
<td>34.21 ± 3.55</td>
<td>45.69 (30.81–52.20)</td>
<td>33.81 (30.13–51.28)</td>
<td>32.29 (29.58–50.80)</td>
<td>31.49 (29.10–49.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation or median (minimum–maximum), whenever applicable. The lowest results are represented in bold. SW-IMRT, sliding-window intensity modulated radiation therapy; C-FIF, field-in-field plan with multi-leaf collimator (MLC) margins >1.1 cm; 0.9-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.9 cm MLC margins; 0.7-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.7 cm MLC margins; 0.5-FIF, field-in-field plan with 0.5 cm MLC margins; D35, doses received by a 35% volume of bladder; D60, doses received by a 60% volume of rectum; D30, doses received by a 30% volume of small intestine; V45, the absolute volume of small intestine that received ≥45 Gy; D15, doses received by a 15% volume of femoral heads.
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DISCUSSION

The main objective of a radiotherapy plan is the best tumour coverage, while affording healthy tissue protection. Rectum, small intestine, bladder and bone marrow toxicities need to be avoided during pelvic radiation therapy. Technical developments in radiation oncology have provided longer survival times for patients with gynaecological tumours. Long-term post-treatment life has drawn attention to any changes in intestine and bladder function that impair quality of life. This issue warrants advanced techniques, risk-adapted planning and overall plan evaluation. Optimum plans corresponding to the above requirements need an evaluation of different techniques, different angles, and even different energies for each patient (25). CI defines an easy but patient-specific formula, which compares the different plans, and adds accuracy and sensitivity to slice by slice isodose assessment and/or DVH assessment for both target volume evaluation and OAR doses.

In clinical routines, whole pelvis radiation therapy for endometrial cancer patients after surgery is delivered using FIF plans, consisting of multiple sub-segments, with doses received by the entire OAR being evaluated by analysing DVHs.

Yavas et al. compared the dosimetric data from their FIF and 3D-CRT plans in patients with early stage endometrial cancer. The FIF technique was found to be superior to 3D-CRT in terms of dose homogeneity and the doses received by OAR. In addition, a decrease in hot spots was detected with the FIF technique in the same study. IMRT has been advocated by some groups with the expectation of improving the therapeutic ratio by more precise conformity and steep dose gradients (25). Similarly, in this current study, better dose homogeneity was achieved with the FIF technique than SW-IMRT (p<0.001). On the other hand, from DVH analysis, SW-IMRT results were roughly comparable to the 0.7-FIF and 0.5-FIF plans in terms of D15 dose of femoral heads (p=0.35 and p=0.79, respectively) and D30 parameter of the small intestine (p=0.184 and p=0.800, respectively), which indicated predictably that MLC margins had a significant effect on the small intestine and femoral heads.

Heron et al. compared the four-field box 3D-CRT with 7-field IMRT. Dose exposures for the bladder, rectum and small intestine in DVH were reduced with 7-field IMRT, indicating a superiority of IMRT over 3D-CRT in terms of normal tissue doses (26). In the current study, the superiority of SW-IMRT over FIF was further emphasised with better protection, especially for rectum and small intestine tissues.

Yang et al. performed a meta-analysis of 13 previous studies involving dosimetric comparison of 3D-CRT and IMRT for gynaecological malignancy. No significant differences were found between 3D-CRT and IMRT for the rectum at doses lower than 30 Gy. By comparison, where the rectum had received ≥30 Gy, doses were significantly reduced in IMRT compared with 3D-CRT. In the same study, the small intestine V45 values were lowered by 17.30% in IMRT. In addition, bone marrow and bladder irradiated volumes in IMRT were lower than in 3D-CRT (27). In this current study, similar results were obtained, with the mean rectum doses being considerably lower in SW-IMRT than for the FIF technique, especially at high doses. Because the rectum was adjacent to the PTV, SW-IMRT was able to protect the rectum better than the FIF technique. Moreover, the absolute volume of small intestine that received ≥45 Gy was significantly decreased when compared with the other four FIF plans, which was found to be statistically significant (p<0.001). Furthermore, the limited non-significant advantage for the bladder could be attributed to the overlapping of almost the whole bladder volume with PTV.

Duman et al. performed a dosimetric comparison of the different treatment planning techniques for gynaecological malignancies. Four different CI values, suggested by previous studies, and HI values derived from ICRU-B3 were calculated for different plans, including 3D-CRT, FIF and IMRT. Mean results showed that the FIF technique was better than the other treatment techniques in terms of homogeneity, although no statistically significant difference.

was observed among others. When CI results were compared, FIF and IMRT with different number of fields showed superiority over 3D-CRT, and were statistically significant except for the SALT group expression (11). In this current study, the homogeneity of the FIF plans was found to be comparable with SW-IMRT, and even better in some cases. For the RTOG expression, a non-significant difference between the four FIF plans indicated that MLC margins were not an important variable for the HI value of a plan. However, this result should not lead one to a clinical inference. Although SW-IMRT was the least homogeneous plan with the RTOG expression, it was comparable with other FIF plans when evaluated based on the ICRU-83 report, which is accepted as the most illustrative and useful tool for HI in recent literature (8,11,13,14). Furthermore, calculations based on ICRU suggestions showed that MLC margins could be the key parameter for the HI value in the FIF planning technique (p<0.001). On the other hand, SW-IMRT was significantly superior to all four FIF plans, giving a result closer to 1 and ensuring the best outcome in terms of conformity with the ICRU-62, RTOG 1993 and CI_{OPT} suggestions (p<0.001).

Feuvret et al. reviewed previous studies related to different CI approaches (16). The review study deeply assessed the pros and cons of CI suggestions proposed by RTOG, the SALT group, Lomax and Scheib, van't Riet et al. and Baltas et al. (14,18,19,20,28). The RTOG suggestion calculated the proportion of the target coverage from the corresponding isodose. Lefkopoulos et al., as the SALT group, introduced an approach that principally estimated the relation of RI volume with target volume. Lomax and Scheib introduced a CI expression that took normal tissue irradiation into consideration by calculating the RI volume outside the target volume. Baltas et al. utilised CN in brachytherapy by defining new parameters and critical organs. However, CN, an expression suggested by van't Riet et al. could be accepted as the most well-turned expression (20), CI_{OPT} similarly explained both overlapping sections of RI, with target and excessive irradiation on adjacent healthy tissues. The supremacy of CI_{OPT} over CN was due to a substantial expansion of the conventional range of the CI from (-2) to (+1) in order to highlight the potential differences among techniques. CI_{OPT} was more critical and precise on variations of V_{RI}, V_{PTV}, V_{OVERLAP}, V_{MISSING} and V_{EXCESSIVE} in Eqn.2, resulting in small variations of both the volumes of RI and PTV affecting the CI value significantly. The principle basis of the CI_{OPT} formula was choosing the appropriate and preferred RI that would cover the target. The first and the most important step of the calculation process should be determining the specified RI. Although determination of the RI depends on clinician, considering RTOG protocol suggestions could also play a crucial role.

**CONCLUSION**

External radiation therapy is one of the most preferred treatment methods in gynaecological cancers. Owing to the fact that 3D-CRT still being used in many radiation oncology departments, the FIF technique can be used to generate homogeneous treatment plans as for the SW-IMRT technique. In the case of normal tissue doses, MLC margins had a substantial influence on both HI and CI. The new CI_{OPT} formulation proposed in this study could be a useful plan evaluation tool in assessing the conformity of a treatment plan, being also compatible with the RTOG 1993 and ICRU-62 reports.
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